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Introduction
Prolonged use of display screen equipment (DSE) may cause short-term health problem. A well design DSE and work station facilitate Occupational Safety and Staff Wellness.

Objectives
1. Promote staff wellness and OSH through work station redesign and rearrangement of DSE

Methodology
1. Risk assessment of Work Station
2. Risk identification and resolution to problem through expert consultation, staff opinion
3. Identify solutions that are optimal to staff safety and clinical operation

Result
Improve work environment and staff wellness with workstation design 1. Work Station redesign and arrangement of DSE that are complied with OSH DSE Regulation
2. Optimal work environment that are conducive to clinical operation
3. Happy staff through staff engagement and a consensual work station design
4. Colleagues welcomed the new station design and phase II of the DSE enhancement work (Nurse Station) has just been completed in Jan 2017.